Abstract-This paper deals with the asymptotic behavior of Runge-Kutta methods for linear delay-integro-differential-algebraic equations. It was shown that R-K of A-stability preserves the asymptotic stability of the equations under some conditions if applied to the equations.
I. THE ASYMPTOTIC STABILITY OF THE EQUATIONS
We consider the delay integral differential algebraic system as follows: 
Ax t Bx t Cx t Dx t G x s ds t x t t t
The system is asymptotically stable [3] [4] . 
If the s-th order matrices ( ) I h A λ − is nonsingular, we get z < ,we say that the method is strictly A stable [5] .
stability region of the method (6 7).
The s-th order R-K method ( , , )
The step is taken as / , h m τ = m is any positive integer, the knot is taken as 0 n t t nh = +
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So the equations (8)(9)can be written as
The corresponding characteristic equation is: 
→∞ , That is, the numerical method is asymptotically stable [5] . 
